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Abstract—Asynchronous VLSI programming provides a flexible abstract formalism for concurrent systems but one is an issue for industrial adoption. The asynchronous design paradigm provides ‘elasticity’ enabling the system to tolerate delays in communication and computation but can impose a prohibitive communication overhead when applied at a fine-grained level. This paper proposes ‘De-elastisation’ in a CAD flow for asynchronous dataflow networks to improve the circuits’ performance and area. To preserve the architectural advantages of asynchronous design (e.g. short cycles), circuits are classified into blocking and non-blocking loops which the De-elastisation scheme relies upon. The technique is incorporated in the Teak CAD flow. Experimental results on substantial case studies show significant performance and area improvements. This work shows 3× improvement for the first category of circuits, suitable for iterative realisations and DSP-like architectures and 4× for the second category which are suitable for concurrent realisations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Asynchronous systems are gaining attention because they facilitate fine-grained pipelines and, consequently, shorter cycles yielding higher performance [1] [2], particularly in streaming data applications. It can be more ‘natural’ to specify dataflows without regard to implementation details (such as clocks) giving greater designer productivity. Such systems typically comprise a number of semi-independent processes, communicating by passing messages or tokens. This gives them an elastic nature where zero or more tokens can be buffered between elements at any time. This makes them tolerant to variable latency in communication and computation. With data-dependent computation times elasticity may contribute to average- instead of worst-case performance [3].

Several asynchronous circuits synthesis systems exist. Some, such as Haste/TiDE [4] or Balsa [5] are control-driven; others, e.g. Teak [6] or the work of Taylor et al. [7] are data-driven for increased performance in dataflow systems. Here we target eTeak [8] which is an extension to Teak. It incorporates synchronous elasticity [9] as a common timing discipline to achieve a deterministic (cycle-accurate) behaviour.

Whilst elasticity gives the circuit timing flexibility, it comes with a cost. Communication must be synchronised by a handshake mechanism, imposing both an area and performance penalty compared to a synchronous model where assumptions about data readiness are statically engineered. In practice this overhead can overwhelm any advantages and not all the elasticity is useful. By selectively removing some elasticity performance may be improved, considerable chip area may be saved yet the flexibility of operation can largely be maintained.

The method employed here selectively removes elasticity from an asynchronous description, adopting a clocked protocol without handshaking in selected parts of the circuit without forcing synchronisation on the circuit as a whole. This results in a GALS (Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous [10]) system; regions may be run by different clocks or the intervening elastic buffers may use synchronous handshakes.

In contrast to De-Synchronisation [2] which enables synchronous designs to exploit asynchronous advantages such as re-timing, De-elastisation allows asynchronous systems to exploit the rigid timing behaviour of synchrony to alleviate the communication overhead and bring the handshakes to a coarser level where it is possible to run parts with different clocks whilst the ecosystem remains asynchronous. This contributes to system flexibility and allows a designer freedom to explore.

To show the effect, two general purpose processors, SSEM [11] and Sparkler, specified in a CSP-like language (Balsa), are synthesised using Teak, eTeak and our flows. Results illustrate the overheads associated with elasticity in terms of performance and area.

A. Elasticity

Elasticity emerged as a solution to uncertainty in computation and communication delays. The idea was introduced by Carloni et al. [12] at system level and was formalised by Carmona et al. [9] for exploitation in CAD flows, which made it applicable from transistors to the system level. Elasticity comes with costs: if the designer chooses to apply elasticity at a fine-grained level, its communication costs may prohibitively dominate computation costs.

Elasticity and its applications have appeared for GALS at system level [13][14] and network-on-chip [15]. Elasticity is able to deal with any sort of non-determinism including cache delays [16], speculation in processors [17], etc. Another source of non-determinism appears when data-dependent loops exist in computation – clearly a source of timing uncertainty in a dataflow. This paper shows how these loops can be classified as blocking loops with bounded latency in terms of clock cycles. We keep elasticity at the boundaries of these sorts of structures to address their non-deterministic behaviour.

‘De-elastisation’ should be considered with some circuit level restrictions. In this regard, we have classified circuits into two categories: blocking and non-blocking loops [18]. Blocking loops have data access from the environment through channels that push data into the circuit; non-blocking loops are where data is requested and no stall is involved.
B. Contributions

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) **De-elastisation** is a method proposed to partially substitute the elastic protocol in a dataflow circuit with rigid clocked timing, considering the architectural restrictions.

2) Classifying systems based on their behaviour and providing the designer with information about a ‘proper’ design style which contributes to designer’s efficient decision making at higher abstraction level.

3) The technique also proposes a comprehensive solution to cover data-dependent loops, decoupling them from the rest of the design and preserving elasticity at the boundaries.

II. RELATED WORK

Various techniques have been proposed to improve asynchronous systems. For performance, works have addressed the slack matching [19] problems for both unconditional (choice-free) and conditional circuits. Unconditional circuits, like synchronous circuits, can be re-timed by buffer insertion.

For conditional circuits, Beerel et al. [20] have proposed transforming such circuit to unconditional by unfolding their scenarios. Although this technique achieves a solution in a reasonable time, it may encounter state-explosion in large-scale problems. In a more practical approach, Martin et al. [21] considered a microprocessor as an unconditional circuit and used a synchronous re-timing technique to slack match the circuit; this might result in over-buffering the circuit.

Works by Gill et al. [22] and Najibi et al. [23] also address the existing non-deterministic behaviour through estimating the worst-case/upper bounds for the performance of these circuits. Simulation-based techniques have also been investigated [24][25] through iteratively tracing the signals in the circuit.

Other optimisations, closely related to this work, include resynthesis and peephole techniques whose aim is to modify the behaviour of the components, either by protocol change or component composition based on Petri-net models and tracing-theory [26]. In this context, Tarazona [27] and Dimou et al. [28] have proposed a set of compositions at component level to improve Teak networks and a clustering approach at gate level to form asynchronous coarse-grained pipelines, respectively. A similar approach was used to transform Balsa circuits into coarser structures to improve performance [29][30].

**Our Method:** this inherits from slack matching and the resynthesis techniques above. De-elastisation slack matches pipelines using static scheduling to remove non-determinism from ‘Choice’ (Steer) elements and is able to replace/resynthesise elastic Join/Fork/Buffer components with their inelastic counterparts, significantly boosting clock frequency.

Our simple CAD flow transforms the design from an elastic dataflow to a synchronous solid structure in which elasticity is preserved occasionally based on the architecture classification.

The authors believe this work is the first to optimise the synchronous dataflow networks by considering circuit level bottlenecks. This work also contributes to behavioural partitioning of the system by classifying the architecture.

III. DE-ELASTISATION

De-elastisation maintains the dataflow concurrency at the network layer whilst proposing a rescheduling and resynthesis method to reduce the level of communication between the state holding entities regarding physical timing characteristics.

A. Loops in Teak dataflow networks

To safeguard functionality we categorise loops into blocking and non-blocking. Dataflow systems are well-known for their concurrent nature which is in a close relation with the implementation style that exploits push channels – where data tokens instigate a transfer. In contrast to conventional dataflows [7], Teak provides pull channels (triggered by a want of data) to read data which significantly simplifies its storage structures. Loops which receive data through push channels emerge as blocking (figure 1) and the loops that pull data on-demand become non-blocking (figure 2).

These figures show a range of standard Teak flow control components: Fork and Join components define concurrent data flows whereas Select and Merge allow alternative choices.

B. Algorithm

The algorithm is implemented in Haskell and integrated in the Teak flow. It initially identifies loop structures and marks the communication ports/channels. The first three steps correspond to deadlock detection which might vary according to the protocol. It has been shown that for ensuring deadlock freedom in the asynchronous domain three latches per cycle (or 2N+1 for N tokens) are required [27] whilst in the synchronous elastic domain a single buffer (double latch) (per token) is enough [14]. In step 2 a Depth-First-Search (DFS) is required to group the edges into fore-, back- and cross-edges.
Fig. 3: First phase: assigns depth value to Joins and Merges in the network.

1) Remove the algorithmic back-edge
2) Mark the back/forward/cross edges in the graph
3) Buffer the back-edges to ensure deadlock freedom
4) Run the first phase: SetReachabilityDepths
5) Run the second phase: DeployBuffers
6) Remove Elastic Joins, Eager Forks and elastic buffers except the Joins that are hooked to push channels

1) Modify DFS to find reachability depths for components: The first phase (figure 3) assigns each component a value, ‘depth’, which indicates the maximum number of clock cycles it takes data to reach the target component from the input ports (reachability depth). This algorithm runs a DFS on each input port. Regarding the acyclic nature of the search, it avoids cycles in the graph. The algorithm complexity is O(n*v) where n is the number of input ports and v is the number of components in the search space. For multi-input components (Join, Merge, Variable) there may be multiple visits by different DFS runs resulting in different depth values for a single component. The function Update (line 12) takes the maximum depth value. For simplicity, the depth value is not shown. Depth is incremented on each iteration of a DFS when the algorithm encounters a clocked entity, either a variable (through a write port) or a link which is already buffered.

2) DP to deploy buffers over the branches: Having the multiple-input components annotated with their reachability depths in the first phase, we consider balancing the depths associated with the input links by deploying buffers (figure 4).

The Dynamic Programming (DP) technique employed here uses the annotated list of phase one (table: line 3) to calculate the number of buffers for each input link of Join/Merge components. It should be noticed that the buffers and variables are the only clocked elements in the graph, so their proper insertion can influence the critical paths in the design. After passing the second phase, the BufferLinks function deploys buffers either before or after the combinational components (C* in figs. 1, 2) or closer to Joins as they are usually in critical paths.

C. Potential Improvements

The combinational nature of the Elastic Joins, especially those with high fan-in, contributes overhead to the critical paths. By removing Elastic Joins, Eager forks [9] become redundant as they were inserted to avoid establishing combinatorial loops with the joins. The non-elastic circuit has reduced area and boosted clock frequency due to the removal of these, plus the resynthesised combinational components.

IV. Evaluation Results and Analysis

To evaluate the proposed De-elastisation technique two case studies are exercised: (a) SSEM, an iterative processor and (b) Sparkler, a 3-stage pipelined processor. Results are compared using three different methods: 1) Async [27] – a deadlock detection algorithm for Teak; 2) SCP [31] – a critical path aware technique for buffer insertion to improve performance; 3) SE [14] – a technique to improve area and performance by incorporating the synchronous elastic protocol in Teak. Our method (Sync) reaches a higher performance whilst minimising the buffer count for area (and performance).

A. SSEM Iterative Processor

The Small-Scale Experimental Machine (SSEM) [11] is implemented in Balsa. This machine has three stages wrapped in a single algorithmic loop. Here it runs a GCD program with 30 iterations. De-elastisation is applied to the Teak-generated circuit and the results are compared with their asynchronous and synchronous elastic counterparts [14] (table I). According to our classification in Section III-A, SSEM uses pull channels (Type-2) to read data from memory. The memory has a deterministic latency so we can de-elastisise the circuit completely.

B. Sparkler Pipelined Processor

Sparkler is a cut-down version of the SPARC v8 architecture [32] implemented in Balsa. It also comprises the three stages of Fetch-Decode-Execute and is pipelined, thus falling into the first category (Type-1). Sparkler’s pipeline stages individually contain algorithmic loops. This, in contrast to the SSEM, results in shorter cycles which contributes to a higher performance. A Dhrystone benchmark is used for simulation.

The major difference between the first pairs (Async and SCP) and the second pairs (SE and Sync) in table I is due to the substitution from a clock-less to a clocked protocol. Minimizing the number of buffers in SE and Sync improves area and gives a significant performance boost. In the asynchronous domain, extra buffers increase performance by reducing handshake cycle latency, whilst in the synchronous domain buffer insertion improves clock rate but wastes clock cycles especially when buffers are inserted in non-critical paths. For instance, the execution time for an over-buffered asynchronous Sparkler is 2.01 µs whilst it is 7.2 µs for the synchronous elastic version (at 1.7 GHz) which is almost 3.5 × worse.
TABLE I: De-Elastisation algorithm applied over a set of general propose processors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>No. of Buffers</th>
<th>Clock rate ($\lambda H z$)</th>
<th>Area (k $\mu m^2$)</th>
<th>Exec. time (100 $\mu s$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSEM-Async [27]</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>56.183</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSEM-SCP [31]</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>66.231</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSEM-SE [14]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>12.563</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSEM-Sync</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1087</td>
<td>10.723</td>
<td>16.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARKLER-Async [27]</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>472.270</td>
<td>234.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARKLER-SCP [31]</td>
<td>1221</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>574.288</td>
<td>194.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARKLER-SE [14]</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>134.067</td>
<td>302.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARKLER-Sync</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>212.550</td>
<td>65.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the sake of consistency, all the designs use UMC 130 nm technology. To measure area, Verilog netlists are technology mapped using the Teak back-end, Synopsys Design Compiler and the DesignWare library to synthesise the synchronous functional units (operations). To measure performance Modelsim SE 6.3a from Mentor Graphics is used. Our algorithm runs almost $10 \times$ faster than the SCP method [31] due to its light weight nature.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we presented De-elastisation as a novel approach for system design. It incorporates synchronous subcircuits in an asynchronous elastic flow to achieve higher performance while minimizing the area. Two processor examples with different implementation styles, iterative and pipelined, are presented and their associated structures are classified as a guideline for the designers in a dataflow context. Automatic partitioning the system into structural loops with different critical paths opens up a new synthesis scheme for high-level GALS synthesis. As a future work, we will focus on running de-elastised processors with different clock frequencies in an elastic ecosystem.
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